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ABSTRACT
We report on interferometric and radial velocity observations of the double-lined 51 day period binary (A) com-
ponent of the quadruple preYmain-sequence (PMS) system V773 Tau. With these observations we have estimated
preliminary visual and physical orbits of the V773 Tau A subsystem. Among other parameters, our orbit model in-
cludes an inclination of 66:0  2:4 and allows us to infer the component dynamical masses and system distance.
In particular, we find componentmasses of 1:54  0:14 and 1:332  0:097M for theAa (primary) andAb (secondary)
components, respectively. Our modeling of the subsystem component spectral energy distributions finds tempera-
tures and luminosities consistent with previous studies and, coupled with the component mass estimates, allows for
comparison with PMS stellar models in the intermediate-mass range.We compare V773 Tau A component properties
with several popular solar composition models for intermediate-mass PMS stars. All models predict masses consis-
tent to within 2  of the dynamically determined values, although somemodels predict values that are more consistent
than others.
Subject headings: binaries: spectroscopic — stars: fundamental parameters — stars: individual (V773 Tau) —
stars: preYmain-sequence
1. INTRODUCTION
Accurate determinations of the physical properties of stars
(mass, radius, temperature, luminosity, elemental abundances,
rotation, etc.) provide fundamental tests of stellar structure and
evolution models. Among the areas where our understanding of
stellar structure is most uncertain is in preYmain-sequence (PMS)
stars, particularly for low-mass systems (see Palla& Stahler 2001;
Hillenbrand&White 2004;Mathieu et al. 2007 and references for
summaries). Previously we have reported results from our pro-
gram of studying PMS binary systems with the intent of estab-
lishing dynamical mass and luminosity constraints (Boden et al.
2005b). Here we report on observations of the double-lined spec-
troscopic binary V773 Tau A, part of the PMS quadruple system
V773 Tau.
V773Tau (HDE283447,HBC367) is among themost interest-
ing and well-studied systems in the Taurus-Auriga star-forming
region. V773 Tau was first identified as a T Tauri star by Rydgren
et al. (1976) based onH andCa iiHandK emission, high lithium
abundance, photometric variability, and K2 spectral type. The
object presented an enigmatic mixture of classical (CTTS) and
weak-lined T Tauri (WTTS) characteristics until it became ap-
parent that there are multiple components; V773 Tau was re-
solved as a visual binary independently by Ghez et al. (1993)
and Leinert et al. (1993) (with components designated here as
A and B). Martı´n et al. (1994) suggested, andWelty (1995, here-
afterW95) established, A as a short-period (51 day) double-lined
spectroscopic binary. In high angular resolution studies Duchene
et al. (2003, hereafter D03) and Woitas (2003) independently
identified an additional, ‘‘infrared’’ component in the system
(herein designated C; note that D03 use an alternate component
notation), making V773 Tau an apparent compact quadruple sys-
tem with four stars within roughly 100 AU.8 Using spatially re-
solved photometry, D03 find the A, B, and C components to have
distinctly different spectral energy distributions (SEDs). D03 con-
clude that V773 Tau contains stars at very different PMS evo-
lutionary states: the optically brighter A stars are WTTS in
character, while the circumstellar material inferred from the sig-
nificant IR excess is associated with the B and C components.
D03 and Tamazian et al. (2002) have estimated the V773 TauA-B
visual orbit from relative astrometry.
Further, the V773 Tau A subsystem is a bright, polarized, and
highly variable radio source. Kutner et al. (1986) discovered ra-
dio continuum emission from the system, appearing as the most
luminous Taurus-Auriga T Tauri star in the survey by O’Neal
et al. (1990). Feigelson et al. (1994) published a comprehensive
multiwavelength study of the V773 Tau system, observing both
polarized and flaring radio emission. W95 argued that both A
components are chromospherically active based on variations in
their optical spectrum and estimates of relatively rapid rotation
(v sin i  40 km s1); this point was confirmed by Phillips et al.
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(1996, hereafter P96), who resolved the radio emission into a
clear binary morphology apparently corresponding to the two
A components. Massi et al. (2002) identified an increase in flare
activity around A periastron, and Massi et al. (2006) studied one
such flare in detail; more frequent and powerful radio flaring at
periastron is apparently due to interaction of component mag-
netic fields while in close proximity. Finally, Lestrade et al.
(1999, hereafter L99) used Very Long Baseline Interferometry
(VLBI) astrometry to measure the trigonometric parallax for
V773 Tau A as 6:74  0:25 mas, corresponding to a system dis-
tance of 148:4  5:5 pc.
Here we report on observations of the V773 Tau A subsystem
madewith theKeck Interferometer (KI; see Colavita et al. 2003),
the Very Long Baseline Array (VLBA; see Napier et al. 1994;
Zensus et al. 1995), and spectroscopic radial velocities (RVs)
from the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics (CfA)
‘‘Digital Speedometers’’ (Latham 1992). These observations
resolve V773 Tau A and allow us to estimate the visual and phys-
ical (i.e., three-dimensional) orbits and to determine the compo-
nent dynamical masses and system distance. We describe these
orbit models as preliminary because they weakly depend on on-
going observations and modeling of the larger V773 Tau system.
Combining derived dynamical masses and system distance with
component radiometric modeling, we estimate component tem-
peratures and luminosities, allowing us to make direct compar-
isons with a number of popular solar composition PMS stellar
models.
2. OBSERVATIONS AND ORBITAL SOLUTION
KI observations.—The KI interferometric observable used
for these measurements is the fringe contrast or visibility (squared,
V 2) of an observed brightness distribution on the sky. Orbital
analysis methods for such wide-band V 2 observations are dis-
cussed in Boden et al. (2000) and not repeated here. V773 Tau A
was observed by KI in K band (k  2:2 m) on five nights be-
tween 2002October 24 and 2006December 8, a data set spanning
roughly 4 yr and 30 orbital periods. V773 Tau A and calibration
objects were typically observed multiple times during each of
these nights, and each observation (scan) was approximately
130 s long. For each interferometric scan we computed a mean
(incoherent wide band; Colavita 1999; Colavita et al. 2003) V 2
value from the scan data, and the error in the V 2 estimate is in-
ferred from the rms internal scatter. For this analysis we have
used HD 27741 (G0 V) and HD 28483 (F6 V) as calibration
objects. Calibrating our interferometric data with respect to these
objects results in 27 calibrated visibility scans on V773 Tau A
over the five epochs. Because the AO-correctedKeck Telescopes
separately resolve the V773 Tau A-B-C complex (D03) and the
KI beam combiner is fed by single-mode fiber, no significant
light from the B or C components enters the fringe camera while
observing A (the K-band projected FWHM size of the KI single-
mode fiber is 50 mas, so the B component is approximately five
e-folding lengths away from A at the epoch of our observations;
Colavita et al. 2003; D03). Consequently, no special provisions
for extra light are necessary in processing KI observations of
V773 Tau A.
Our KI V 2 observations are summarized in Table 1. The V 2
data set is depicted in Figure 1, along with V 2 predictions from
our ‘‘Hybrid’’ orbit model (discussed below).
VLBI observations.—P96observedV773TauAwith theVLBA
and, with similar spatial frequencies as our KI observations
(50 Mk), resolved the typical 2 mas separation between the
TABLE 1
V773 Tau A KI V 2 Data Set, ‘‘Hybrid’’ Orbit Model Predictions, and Residuals
MJD
Calendar Date
(UTC)
WL
(m) Calibration V 2 Error Model Residual
u
(m)
v
(m) Phase
52571.4853............................... 2002 Oct 24 11:38:52 2.2 0.166 0.020 0.172 0.006 55.257 61.576 0.446
53013.3273............................... 2004 Jan 9 07:51:22 2.18 0.872 0.099 0.889 0.017 48.550 69.614 0.092
53013.3286............................... 2004 Jan 9 07:53:10 2.18 0.926 0.043 0.891 0.036 48.321 69.794 0.092
53013.3400............................... 2004 Jan 9 08:09:34 2.18 0.848 0.137 0.906 0.058 46.091 71.397 0.092
53013.3413............................... 2004 Jan 9 08:11:27 2.18 0.871 0.099 0.907 0.036 45.821 71.575 0.092
53668.5007............................... 2005 Oct 25 12:00:56 2.15 0.408 0.065 0.365 0.042 53.471 64.599 0.912
53668.5020............................... 2005 Oct 25 12:02:48 2.15 0.427 0.032 0.365 0.062 53.319 64.806 0.912
53668.5112............................... 2005 Oct 25 12:16:03 2.15 0.366 0.043 0.360 0.006 52.140 66.252 0.913
53668.5125............................... 2005 Oct 25 12:17:58 2.15 0.366 0.024 0.359 0.007 51.955 66.458 0.913
53668.5477............................... 2005 Oct 25 13:08:37 2.15 0.360 0.028 0.354 0.006 45.783 71.600 0.913
53668.5490............................... 2005 Oct 25 13:10:33 2.15 0.371 0.020 0.355 0.016 45.500 71.783 0.913
53668.5733............................... 2005 Oct 25 13:45:30 2.15 0.375 0.029 0.364 0.011 39.858 74.875 0.914
53668.5750............................... 2005 Oct 25 13:47:57 2.15 0.356 0.029 0.365 0.010 39.425 75.076 0.914
53668.5772............................... 2005 Oct 25 13:51:08 2.15 0.371 0.028 0.367 0.005 38.857 75.334 0.914
54050.4026............................... 2006 Nov 11 09:39:45 2.18 0.102 0.009 0.112 0.010 56.539 55.945 0.385
54050.4541............................... 2006 Nov 11 10:53:51 2.18 0.137 0.011 0.139 0.002 53.572 64.459 0.386
54050.4554............................... 2006 Nov 11 10:55:46 2.18 0.136 0.011 0.139 0.003 53.418 64.672 0.386
54050.5000............................... 2006 Nov 11 12:00:00 2.18 0.130 0.008 0.117 0.013 46.185 71.334 0.387
54077.3519............................... 2006 Dec 8 08:26:44 2.18 0.385 0.012 0.398 0.012 55.936 59.805 0.913
54077.3535............................... 2006 Dec 8 08:28:59 2.18 0.386 0.015 0.396 0.010 55.852 60.066 0.913
54077.3549............................... 2006 Dec 8 08:30:59 2.18 0.397 0.010 0.394 0.002 55.773 60.297 0.913
54077.4048............................... 2006 Dec 8 09:42:54 2.18 0.275 0.053 0.363 0.087 50.165 68.244 0.914
54077.4062............................... 2006 Dec 8 09:44:57 2.18 0.314 0.048 0.362 0.048 49.927 68.458 0.914
54077.4388............................... 2006 Dec 8 10:31:51 2.18 0.374 0.028 0.365 0.009 43.476 73.005 0.914
54077.4401............................... 2006 Dec 8 10:33:44 2.18 0.385 0.023 0.366 0.019 43.177 73.173 0.914
54077.4843............................... 2006 Dec 8 11:37:20 2.18 0.379 0.044 0.399 0.021 31.486 78.119 0.915
54077.4863............................... 2006 Dec 8 11:40:12 2.18 0.383 0.042 0.402 0.018 30.896 78.304 0.915
Note.—Residuals are quoted as data minus model.
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A components. Figure 6 of P96 depicts a VLBA contour map
of V773 Tau A at a particular epoch (1992 September 11) and
clearly shows a binary source structure. P96 interpreted this bi-
nary morphology as radio flare emission from the two subsystem
components. P96 argued that the radio emission is coincident
with the stars (to within a ‘‘few’’ stellar diameters), so a compo-
nent separation interpreted as at-epoch relative astrometry was
estimated by P96.
A team led by one of us (M. M.) has studied the physics of
V773 Tau A radio flares. In addition to previous results (e.g.,
Massi et al. 2002, 2006), V773 Tau Awas observed using the
VLBA in coordination with the Effelsberg 100 m radio telescope
(herein VLBA+EB). These 8.4GHz (X band) observations were
conducted around apastron on 7 consecutive days (2004 March
11Y17 inclusive). As in the case of P96, analysis of these obser-
vations revealed what appears to be both A components simul-
taneously exhibiting radio flares in most of these observations.
However, some of these ‘‘double-flare’’ observations show com-
plex emission morphologies, complicating estimation of the bi-
nary relative separation. Reviewing the maps from these seven
epochs, we decided to use astrometry from observations where
there was significant (i.e., that the peak emissionwas greater than
6  above the rms noise level) emission from both components
and the component structures were largely unresolved compared
to the VLBA synthetic beam. These criteria resulted in our retain-
ing three of the seven 2004 epochs for orbital analysis purposes;
the astrometry resulting from these observations is summarized
in Table 2. A sample image constructed from one of the three
astrometric epochs (2004 March 15) is shown in Figure 2. The
astrometric results of both the P96 and these VLBI observations
are depicted in Figure 3; these observations agree well with our
orbit model for V773 Tau A described below. The radio mor-
phologies seen in the full VLBI+EB data set will be analyzed in a
forthcoming publication (Massi et al. 2007).
RVobservations.—W95 established V773 Tau A as a double-
lined spectroscopic binary and published an orbital solution.
RV monitoring of V773 Tau with the CfA Digital Speedometers
(Latham 1992) was carried out at the Oak Ridge Observatory
(Harvard,Massachusetts), the F. L.Whipple Observatory (Mount
Hopkins, Arizona), and the MMT Observatory (also on Mount
Hopkins, Arizona). The nearly identical instruments at these fa-
cilities record a single echelle order and provide a wavelength
coverage of 45 8 centered at 5187 8, with a resolving power
of k/k  35;000. Wavelength calibration was achieved in the
usual manner through exposures of a Th-Ar lamp taken before
and after each science exposure. The velocity zero point was
monitored by means of exposures of the dusk and dawn sky, and
small run-to-run corrections were applied to the velocities derived
below as described by Stefanik et al. (1999).
Our spectroscopic observations of V773 Tau began roughly
at the same time as the W95 data set and have continued to the
present. In total we have collected 52 spectra spanning the pe-
riod 1991 September 25 to 2007 January 7, with signal-to-noise
ratios (S/Ns) of 16Y35 per resolution element of 8.5 km s1. The
RVs derived from these observations are summarized in Table 3.
RVs were derived using the two-dimensional cross-correlation
technique TODCOR (Zucker & Mazeh 1994), with templates
adopted from a large library of calculated spectra based onKurucz
model atmospheres (see also Nordstro¨m et al. 1994; Latham
et al. 2002). The best-matching templates were chosen by run-
ning large grids of cross-correlations as described by Torres et al.
(2003), which also yielded estimates of some of the stellar param-
eters. For an assumed Taurus solar metallicity (see Padgett 1996)
and surface gravities appropriate for these stars ( log g  4:0; see
TABLE 2
V773 Tau A VLBI Astrometry Data Set, ‘‘Hybrid’’ Orbit Model Predictions, and Residuals
MJD
Calendar
Date
Separation
R.A.
Separation
Decl.
Error
R.A.
Error
Decl.
Model
R.A.
Model
Decl.
Residual
R.A.
Residual
Decl. Phase Comment
48876.500............ 1992 Sep 11 0.85 0.76 0.2 0.2 0.631 0.817 0.217 0.061 0.143 P96
53078.840............ 2004 Mar 14 2.56 1.99 0.2 0.2 2.577 1.895 0.021 0.095 0.374 BM198 epoch D
53079.840............ 2004 Mar 15 2.78 2.04 0.2 0.2 2.742 1.869 0.037 0.170 0.393 BM198 epoch E
53080.840............ 2004 Mar 16 3.18 1.56 0.2 0.2 2.885 1.828 0.292 0.272 0.413 BM198 epoch F
Note.—Residuals are quoted as data minus model; astrometric quantities are in mas.
Fig. 1.—KI data /model comparisons for V773 Tau A V 2 observations. Here
we give comparisons for our five epochs of KI V 2 observations and V 2 predic-
tions from our Hybrid orbital model (Table 4). In each case the data and model
are shown.
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Table 5 below), we derived effective temperatures of 4900  150
and 4740  200 K for Aa and Ab, respectively. The adopted
errors are conservative estimates to account for the abundance
uncertainty. Formal errors are 50 K smaller and are based on the
scatter from the different spectra. Using the same methods, we
estimated the projected rotational velocity for the primary star
to be v sin i ¼ 38  4 km s1, in good agreement with the deter-
mination by W95 (41.4 km s1; no uncertainty reported). We
were not able to determine the v sin i for the fainter secondary,
possibly due to the relatively low S/Ns of our spectra. The tem-
plates for our RV determinations were selected to have temper-
atures of 5000 and 4750 K (the nearest values in our template
library) for Aa and Ab, respectively, and rotational velocities
of 40 km s1 for both stars. The light ratio between the second-
ary and the primary was determined with TODCOR by leaving
it as an additional free parameter during the velocity determi-
nations, as described by Zucker & Mazeh (1994). We obtained
lAb /lAa ¼ 0:37  0:03 at a mean wavelength of 5187 8.
The presence of two additional spatially unresolved compo-
nents in the V773 Tau system may in principle affect both our
determination of the stellar parameters of Aa and Ab and their
RVs. While the infrared companion V773 Tau C (D03; Woitas
2003) is much too faint to cause any contamination, V773 Tau B
is estimated to be 1.7 mag fainter than the spectroscopic bi-
nary in the optical (D03) and could possibly have an effect. We
attempted to detect the lines of this component in our spectra
using an extension of TODCOR to three dimensions (see Zucker
et al. 1995) but were unsuccessful. On this basis we conclude that
it does not significantly affect our results above. However, its
presence does complicate the analysis of the RV data for the
spectroscopic binary in that the motion in the A-B orbit needs
to be taken into account. We discuss this further below and in a
forthcoming publication (G. Torres et al. 2007, in preparation).
Orbital solution.—We have combined the astrometric (KI,
P96, VLBA+EB) and RV data described above to estimate the
visual and physical (i.e., three-dimensional) orbits for V773
Tau A. In particular, methods for modeling the wide-band vis-
ibility data used in this analysis are described in Boden et al.
(2000) and not repeated here. Our ‘‘Hybrid’’ orbital solution
(Table 4) is depicted in Figure 3. The top panel depicts the rel-
ative visual orbit model, with the primary (Aa) component ren-
dered at the origin and the secondary (Ab) component rendered
at periastron. The KI V 2 data phase coverage is indicated on the
visual orbit with points (they are not separation vectors); the
phase coverage of the V 2 data is sparse relative to other similar
analyses (e.g., Boden et al. 2000), but phase coverage provided
by VLBI observations from P96 and this work complements
the V 2 coverage. Further, the incorporation of the VLBI sepa-
rations also breaks the 180- degeneracy inherent in V 2-only
analyses (e.g., Boden et al. 2000, 2005a), so the A orbit rendered
in Figure 3 is indeed as it appears on the sky. The apparent sizes
of the V773 Tau A components are estimated (x 3.1; Table 5)
and rendered to scale; these same diameter values are used in the
Fig. 2.—Sample VLBA map from 2004 March 15. Here we give a contour
map of the total intensity continuum emission toward V773 Tau A fromVLBA+
EB observations of 2004March 15. Contours are at3, 3, 4.5, 6, 7.5, 9, 12, and
15  of the rms noise in the image (0.1 mJy beam1). The FWHM beam size
(lower left) is 1:36 ; 0:50 mas at a position angle of 11.6. The peak flux
density in the image is 0.55 mJy beam1. V773 Tau A is offset in these data and
image as a calibrator (J0403+2600, not shown) served as the phase center. Thick
plus signs are rendered at the predicted stellar separation based on our ‘‘V 2 and
RV’’ orbit from Table 4 (i.e., no radio data included in the orbit modeling), reg-
istered to the center of the apparent primary position. The sizes of the plus signs
indicate the uncertainty in the separation estimate (0.1 mas per axis).
Fig. 3.—Orbit of V773 Tau A as derived in our Hybrid solution (Table 4).
Top: Relative visual orbit model of V773 Tau A, with the primary and secondary
objects rendered at T0 (periastron). The specific epochs where we have KI V
2
phase coverage are indicated on the relative orbit (they are not separation vector
estimates), and the VLBI separations from P96 (in blue) and this work (in red)
are also shown. Component diameter values are estimated and rendered to scale.
Bottom: Double-lined RVorbit model and data described here.
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orbital modeling. The bottom panel depicts RV curves from the
Hybrid orbit model and RV data described above.
V773 TauA presents two significant challenges for RVorbit es-
timation. The first is that both components are relatively rapid ro-
tators:W95 found the v sin i for both stars to be around 40 km s1;
this rotational broadening is seen in our spectra as well, and it
significantly degrades the precision of the velocities. Second,
and most notably, is the A barycenter motion that results from
the A-B orbit. Figure 4 of D03 depicts the significant A-B or-
bital motion over the time since the detection of V773 Tau B,
and our RV data set (starting in 1991) not only spans essentially
all of this period but also includes the A-B periastron passage ex-
pected in 1996 (D03). It is therefore important to account for the
A-B orbital motion in the modeling of the A-component RVs.
TABLE 3
V773 Tau A RV Data Set, ‘‘Hybrid’’ Model Predictions, Residuals, and Phases
MJD
Primary
RV
Primary
Error
Secondary
RV
Secondary
Error
Primary
Model
Secondary
Model
Primary
Residual
Secondary
Residual
Orbit
Phase
48524.4423........................... 12.82 2.08 10.08 5.84 11.08 12.84 1.74 2.76 0.254
48586.2579........................... 27.05 2.94 16.41 8.29 26.10 30.19 0.95 13.78 0.463
48587.2169........................... 26.58 3.08 26.50 8.65 26.16 30.26 0.42 3.76 0.482
48605.2135........................... 12.28 2.76 20.54 7.74 12.31 14.18 0.03 6.36 0.834
48613.3200........................... 44.20 2.56 52.38 7.18 45.64 52.69 1.44 0.31 0.993
48616.1976........................... 39.36 2.57 50.40 7.24 38.79 44.78 0.57 5.62 0.049
48635.1852........................... 24.31 2.63 36.97 7.42 25.30 29.27 0.99 7.70 0.421
48640.1979........................... 30.89 2.61 28.86 7.35 25.75 29.79 5.14 0.93 0.519
48644.0807........................... 18.88 2.29 21.11 6.43 22.74 26.30 3.86 5.19 0.595
48644.1505........................... 21.19 2.66 28.74 7.48 22.65 26.21 1.46 2.53 0.596
48647.1903........................... 16.99 2.54 28.86 7.11 17.99 20.82 1.00 8.04 0.655
48667.1397........................... 38.96 2.34 46.33 6.59 39.49 45.59 0.53 0.74 0.046
48670.0901........................... 24.02 2.40 33.23 6.76 23.88 27.55 0.14 5.68 0.104
48675.1316........................... 5.84 2.33 6.01 6.54 1.85 2.17 3.99 3.84 0.202
48693.1131........................... 25.69 2.70 34.18 7.60 24.72 28.60 0.97 5.58 0.554
48695.1549........................... 23.98 2.81 24.82 7.89 22.77 26.34 1.21 1.52 0.594
48697.1191........................... 18.26 2.57 19.72 7.24 20.05 23.20 1.79 3.48 0.633
48732.1320........................... 25.30 3.93 22.73 11.04 18.98 21.97 6.32 0.76 0.318
48875.4835........................... 18.43 2.57 31.17 7.24 18.26 21.06 0.17 10.11 0.123
48902.4818........................... 19.16 2.35 20.84 6.62 18.42 21.32 0.74 0.48 0.651
48910.3196........................... 7.24 1.98 11.31 5.57 5.25 6.02 1.99 5.29 0.804
48913.4883........................... 16.84 2.35 20.24 6.62 20.80 23.99 3.96 3.75 0.866
48939.4014........................... 21.06 2.39 28.78 6.72 23.24 26.89 2.18 1.89 0.373
48944.3441........................... 27.63 2.66 31.41 7.48 26.14 30.24 1.49 1.17 0.470
49259.5194........................... 21.06 2.63 27.37 7.42 19.63 22.72 1.43 4.65 0.638
49291.3832........................... 7.08 2.32 24.69 6.50 12.20 14.13 5.12 10.56 0.261
49318.2384........................... 5.47 2.57 17.30 7.24 1.40 1.58 4.07 15.72 0.787
49351.2823........................... 22.45 2.52 38.76 7.07 25.64 29.66 3.19 9.10 0.433
49648.4224........................... 10.39 2.39 17.48 6.72 10.15 11.76 0.24 5.72 0.248
49707.1592........................... 23.45 2.37 28.91 6.68 24.43 28.26 0.98 0.65 0.397
52894.4751........................... 4.78 2.20 13.34 6.19 2.59 3.03 2.19 10.31 0.766
52923.4043........................... 15.65 2.03 24.48 5.71 20.32 23.51 4.67 0.97 0.332
52951.4236........................... 25.89 2.23 32.43 6.27 24.69 28.48 1.20 3.95 0.881
52959.3510........................... 42.20 2.09 43.77 5.86 41.52 47.93 0.68 4.16 0.036
52986.3147........................... 26.20 1.86 26.87 5.24 24.35 28.16 1.85 1.29 0.563
52987.3317........................... 22.27 1.88 20.58 5.30 23.38 27.05 1.11 6.47 0.583
53007.2212........................... 44.88 2.32 50.04 6.50 44.69 51.59 0.19 1.55 0.972
53013.2445........................... 26.57 2.17 32.95 6.12 27.78 32.06 1.21 0.89 0.090
53044.1602........................... 12.56 2.19 26.38 6.16 13.58 15.73 1.02 10.65 0.695
53046.1895........................... 10.75 2.16 14.85 6.09 7.97 9.24 2.78 5.61 0.735
53073.1090........................... 12.82 2.17 20.73 6.12 12.30 14.25 0.52 6.48 0.262
53272.5076........................... 9.48 2.30 15.26 6.46 7.10 8.16 2.38 7.10 0.164
53282.4624........................... 24.12 2.15 19.62 6.05 22.30 25.80 1.82 6.18 0.358
53339.3984........................... 25.32 2.72 20.99 7.68 26.15 30.25 0.83 9.26 0.472
53365.3371........................... 47.19 2.16 43.83 6.09 45.26 52.25 1.93 8.42 0.980
53399.1436........................... 18.00 2.14 34.00 6.02 19.28 22.31 1.28 11.69 0.642
53626.4715........................... 27.27 2.83 37.09 7.96 27.90 32.19 0.63 4.90 0.090
53634.4855........................... 12.22 2.10 10.27 5.93 10.02 11.61 2.20 1.34 0.247
53686.4318........................... 14.20 2.29 16.63 6.43 12.51 14.49 1.69 2.14 0.263
53748.3187........................... 29.77 2.37 18.13 6.68 26.16 30.26 3.61 12.13 0.474
54104.2620........................... 26.02 3.28 22.80 9.19 25.77 29.81 0.25 7.01 0.439
54107.2656........................... 25.14 2.23 26.30 6.27 26.06 30.15 0.92 3.85 0.498
Notes.—Units of all RV quantities are in km s1. Residuals are quoted as data minus model. A model of the V773 Tau A-B orbit has been extracted from these data;
details will be given in G. Torres et al. (2007, in preparation).
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Modeling of the A-B orbit would not have been possible at the
time of W95 but becomes feasible with the present data set.
A separate RV-only orbital solution was carried out in which,
in addition to solving for preliminary elements of the A orbit,
we modeled the Keplerian motion of A around the A-B bary-
center. In this analysis we held fixed some of the elements of
the outer orbit to the values given by D03 (specifically, the pe-
riod, eccentricity, longitude of periastron, and time of periastron
passage), and we solved for the velocity semiamplitude of the
barycenter of A (KA ¼ 6:11  0:34 km s1). This motion was
then removed from our original velocities prior to combining
them with the KI and VLBI data. A more complete treatment
would incorporate all the astrometric measurements for the A-B
orbit (e.g., D03) along with the velocities and astrometry for the
inner subsystem in a full solution solving for both orbits simul-
taneously. Such a study is beyond the scope of the present work
but will be described in a forthcoming publication (G. Torres
et al. 2007, in preparation).
There are significant differences between several of our orbital
parameters for V773 Tau A and the corresponding values from
W95, most notably in the period and KAa (see Table 4). We at-
tribute these differences to a combination of at least three effects:
(1) limited phase coverage of the A orbit by W95, particularly
near A apastron; (2) possible biases in the W95 RVs due to line
blending, exacerbated by the rapid rotation of Aa and Ab along
with the lower spectral resolution of that study compared to ours;
and (3) residual effects from the unmodeled motion in the outer
orbit in W95’s solution.
P96 argue that their resolved VLBI image of V773 Tau A
measures the relative component positions to within a ‘‘few’’
stellar diameters (the primary apparent diameter is approximately
0.15 mas; see x 3.1). However, it is important to recognize that
VLBI and KI V 2 data measure different emission mechanisms,
and further, one would not expect individual radio flares to be
centered on the stellar photospheres (measured by the KI V 2
data). This potential photosphere/radio offset motivated us to
approach integrating the radio data into the orbit model cau-
tiously. In our initial screening of the VLBI relative astrometry
we compared the radio observations with position predictions
from a V 2 and RVorbit model (Table 4).We found that the model
TABLE 4
V773 Tau A Orbital Parameters
This Work
Orbital Parameter W95 RV V 2 and RV Hybrid
Period (days) ................................ 51.075  0.018 51.1055  0.0023 51.1033  0.0022 51.1039  0.0021
T0 (MJD) ..................................... 49330.44  0.56 53059.87  0.36 53059.50  0.35 53059.73  0.33
e.................................................... 0.267  0.016 0.275  0.012 0.2708  0.0094 0.2717  0.0085
KAa (km s
1) ............................... 32.6  0.7 35.95  0.53 35.96  0.53 35.90  0.53
KAb (km s
1) ............................... 43.1  2.1 41.6  1.4 41.5  1.4 41.5  1.4
 ( km s1) ................................... 13.8  0.9 0.00  0.31 0.05  0.31 0.02  0.32
!Aa (deg) ...................................... 10.5  5.1 5.1  2.6 3.4  2.5 4.6  2.4
 (deg) ......................................... . . . . . . 61.5  2.5 63.5  1.7
i (deg)........................................... . . . . . . 65.9  2.8 66.0  2.4
a (mas) ......................................... . . . . . . 2.777  0.056 2.811  0.047
K (mag) .................................... . . . . . . 0.559  0.082 0.551  0.078
Notes.—Summarized here are orbital parameters for the V773 Tau A subsystem as determined byW95 and present results. We give three separate
fits to our data sets: RV only, KI V 2 integrated with RV (‘‘V 2 and RV’’), and KI V 2, VLBI, and RV (‘‘Hybrid’’). Barycenter velocity () es-
timates (shown with an asterisk) are artificially near zero because we have estimated and removed a model of the A-B orbital motion (see discussion
in text).  is quoted in a position angle convention.
TABLE 5
V773 Tau A Physical Parameters
Physical Parameter
Primary
(Aa)
Secondary
(Ab)
a (AU) ....................................................................... 0.1777  0.0042 0.2053  0.0070
Mass (M).................................................................. 1.54  0.14 1.332  0.097
System mass (M) ..................................................... 2.87  0.18
System distance (pc) ................................................. 136.2  3.7
orb (mas) ................................................................... 7.34  0.20
Teff (K) ....................................................................... 4900  150 4740  200
Model diameter (mas)................................................ 0.152  0.014 0.119  0.011
Bolometric flux (109 ergs cm2 s1) ...................... 4.44  0.40 2.38  0.15
Luminosity (L) ......................................................... 2.56  0.35 1.37  0.15
Radius (R) ................................................................ 2.22  0.20 1.74  0.19
log g............................................................................ 3.930  0.094 4.081  0.088
MK (mag).................................................................... 1.75  0.12 2.30  0.13
MV (mag).................................................................... 3.90  0.16 4.98  0.16
V  K (mag) .............................................................. 2.15  0.14 2.68  0.14
Note.—Summarized here are physical (and related) parameters for the V773 Tau A subsystem as de-
rived primarily from the ‘‘Hybrid’’ orbit solution (Table 4) and radiometric modeling (x 3.1).
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reasonably reproduced the observed radio separations with a typ-
ical residual of 0.2Y0.3 mas (4R), slightly larger than the for-
mal errors expected from theVLBI synthesized beam and the S/N
in the image, but in good agreement with the expected IR/radio
offsets. The agreement we see between the radio separations and
the V 2 and RVorbit model makes it clear that the VLBI data do
contain useful information on the component separations. We
therefore felt confident in integrating the KI V 2 and four VLBI
observations (including the P96 epoch) into our orbit model
estimation. An analysis of the radio morphologies seen in the
VLBA+EB observations will be presented in a future publication
(Massi et al. 2007).
Figure 1 depicts direct comparisons between our KI V 2 obser-
vations and predictions from our V773 Tau A Hybrid orbit model
from Table 4 (the five nights of data are each rendered in separate
subpanels). The model is seen to be in good agreement with the
KI data. Further, Figure 3 shows a direct comparison between
the VLBA separations and the Hybrid visual orbit model. Again,
the body of the VLBI data is in good agreement with the orbit
model, and the VLBI phase coverage complements the phase
coverage provided by the KI V 2 data.
Orbital parameter estimates for the V773 Tau A subsystem
are summarized in Table 4. Included for relative comparison are
the orbital parameters determined byW95, our RV double-lined
orbit (‘‘RV’’), the KI V 2 and RV solution (‘‘V 2 and RV’’), and
the full integrated solution including the RV, V 2, and VLBA data
(‘‘Hybrid’’). The Hybrid designation for the composite orbit
model recognizes its unique inclusion of both near-IR and radio
interferometry data; this model is our favored orbit solution and
is used in the remaining analysis. Again note that the A bary-
center velocity is artificially near zero in our orbital solutions
as the RV measurements have been corrected for our model of
the A-B orbital motion.
3. V773 TAU A PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
The orbital parameters from Table 4 allow us to directly com-
pute many of the physical properties of the V773 Tau A sub-
system and its components. Physical parameters derived from
our Hybrid integrated visual /spectroscopic orbit are summarized
in Table 5. The dynamical masses resulting from our orbit model
for the twoA components are 1:54  0:14 and 1:332  0:097M
for Aa and Ab, respectively. This primary mass is in acceptable
agreement with inferences by White & Ghez (2001, hereafter
WG01) and Palla & Stahler (2001) based on radiometric proper-
ties (i.e., luminosity and effective temperature). Because it bears
on the A-B orbit analysis (G. Torres et al. 2007, in preparation),
we estimate the A subsystem mass as 2:87  0:18 M.
L99 estimated a V773 Tau system distance of 148:4  5:5 pc.
The distance determination to V773 Tau A derived from our vi-
sual and physical orbital solution is 136:2  3:7 pc, correspond-
ing to an orbital parallax of 7:34  0:20mas, and consistent with
the L99 result at 8.1% and 1.9 . L99 describe their distance es-
timate error as ‘‘formal,’’ and it apparently did not account for
the orbital motion of A in their data reduction.With these caveats
we believe that the L99 distance estimate and ours are in accept-
able agreement.
At the distance of V773 Tau, neither of the A subsystem com-
ponents is significantly resolved by the KI K-band fringe spac-
ing, and we must resort to model diameters for the components.
We have estimated the V773 Tau A component apparent diam-
eters through SED modeling; details of the SED modeling are
given in x 3.1. We find apparent diameters of 0:152  0:014 and
0:119  0:011 mas for the Aa and Ab components, respectively.
With our system distance estimate these estimated diameters cor-
respond to physical radii of 2:22  0:20 and 1:74  0:19 R
and (combined with the mass estimates) log surface gravities
of 3:930 0:094 and 4:081  0:088 for the Aa and Ab com-
ponents, respectively. Similarly, we have estimated absolute
magnitudes in Vand K and a V  K color index for each of the
components (Table 5), but these are of limited precision as they
are dominated by the uncertainty in the extinction to the sys-
tem (x 3.1).
3.1. Spectral Energy Distribution Modeling
Because interferometric observations potentially resolve the
stellar components in a binary system, we always construct SED
models for binary systems to estimate a priori apparent diame-
ters. Sample results of our SED modeling of V773 Tau A are
shown in Figure 4. Our modeling is based on visible and near-IR
photometry on A from WG01 and D03, respectively (summa-
rized in Table 6), and component flux ratios from W95 and our
visible spectroscopy and near-IR KI V 2 data (discussed above).
Using a custom two-component SED modeling code, we have
modeled the A subsystem flux and ratios using solar abundance,
intermediate surface gravity SED templates from Kurucz mod-
els9 and Lejeune et al. (1997, 1998). We model the flux and ra-
tio data with a large grid of SED templates for each component
9 Kurucz models used here are available at http://cfaku5.cfa.harvard.edu.
Fig. 4.—Sample SED model for V773 Tau A. Here SED templates from
Lejeune et al. (1997, 1998) have been used to simultaneously model published
flux measurements (from WG01 and D03) and flux ratio estimates (Table 4;
bottom) from our KI V 2 and spectroscopic measurements.
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ranging in effective temperature (spectral type) from 4250 to
5500 K, surface gravity of log g ¼ 4:0, and including extinction
as a free variable in the parameter estimation. Constrained by the
ratio data, this SED modeling preferred component temperature
differences over a reasonably narrow range (TeA  150Y250K),
consistent with our spectroscopic study. But because the compo-
nent colors are somewhat degenerate with reddening from dust
extinction, we found acceptable solutions over a relatively broad
range (500 K) of component temperatures. We have therefore
adopted templates corresponding to the spectroscopic temper-
atures (4900 and 4740 K for Aa and Ab, respectively). These
temperatures acceptably agree with the composite temperature
estimated byWG01, but the hotter primary in ourmodeling prefers
a slightly higher extinction value (AV ¼ 1:80  0:15 vs. 1:39 
0:17 from WG01). The resulting component bolometric fluxes
and luminosities (the second based on our distance determination)
are summarized in Table 5. In particular, we find luminosities of
2:56  0:35 and 1:37  0:15 L for Aa and Ab, respectively;
these values are in good agreement with the range of previous
component luminosity estimates from W95, Ghez et al. (1997),
and D03.
4. DISCUSSION
4.1. Comparison with Stellar Evolution Models
Hillenbrand & White (2004) and Mathieu et al. (2007) have
recently summarized comparisons between PMS stellar models
and PMS stars with dynamical mass determinations. In partic-
ular, Hillenbrand &White (2004) have shown that PMSmodels
are in good agreement with dynamically determined masses above
1.2M. However, below 1.2M the existing models do a poorer
job of matching observed component properties, tending to pre-
dict hotter and more luminous stars for a given mass.
Figure 5 presents theoretical H-R diagram ( luminosity/Teff )
comparisons between our determinations of V773 Tau-A com-
ponent radiometric properties and solar composition PMS mod-
els from Siess et al. (2000), Yonsei-Yale (Demarque et al. 2004;
herein Y2), D’Antona & Mazzitelli (1997), and Palla & Stahler
(1999). (Popular models by Baraffe et al. [1998] were excluded
only because they do not cover the mass range for these stars.)
These models span a wide range of physical ingredients and as-
sumptions, some more realistic than others for the particular
mass range of interest. In these figures evolutionary tracks at
fixed mass between 1.2 and 1.8M (in steps of 0.1M as avail-
able from the relevant models) are shown in solid lines, with
thick lines indicating tracks at masses close to dynamical masses
from Table 5. Superimposed in dotted lines are isochrones at a
relevant range of ages (1, 3, 5, 7, and 10 Myr as available from
the relevant models). Finally, the Y2 models support comput-
ing tracks at user-defined masses; tracks at the estimated compo-
nent masses from Table 5 are shown for Aa (1.54M; blue) and
Ab (1.332 M; red ).
As expected from Hillenbrand & White (2004), all the sur-
veyed PMS models are in reasonable (e.g., 2 ) agreement for
the V773 TauA component mass range. Themodels indicate that
the V773 Tau A components are still in their quasi-isothermal
(‘‘Hayashi’’) contraction phase.More quantitatively somemodel
predictions seem to match the A-component properties better
than others. For instance, the solar abundance Siess et al. (2000)
(top left) and Palla & Stahler (1999) (bottom right) tracks near
the dynamical masses tend to underpredict our estimated compo-
nent temperatures and luminosities. In particular, for the Siess
et al. (2000) models, this is similar to our previous results for
HD 98800B (Boden et al. 2005b). This apparent temperature
discrepancy seems to reinforce a suggestion by Montalba´n et al.
(2004) that the solar abundance Siess et al. (2000) models appear
to be systematically cool comparedwith othermodels. Conversely,
the D’Antona & Mazzitelli (1997) tracks (bottom left) at our
mass values appear to slightly overpredict our component tem-
peratures and luminosity estimates. The Y2 model predictions
(top right; including tracks for the specific masses of the com-
ponents) are seen to match our parameter determinations very
well.
Figure 6 gives a final model comparison. Recently, Montalba´n
&D’Antona (2006) have updated D’Antona&Mazzitelli (1997)
models with a revised ‘‘2D radiative hydrodynamic’’ (2D RHD)
convection treatment. Figure 6 shows the result of this updated
modeling with tracks from D’Antona & Mazzitelli (1997) in
black and from Montalba´n & D’Antona (2006) in blue; the pre-
sentation is similar to that given in Figure 5, except we have
displayed only mass tracks near the component dynamical mass
estimates (1.3 and 1.5 M). The 2D RHD convective treatment
increases the convective ‘‘efficiency’’ and energy transport in the
atmosphere,moving the tracks toward lower temperatures during
the Hayashi phase, and brings the model predictions into excel-
lent agreement with the component parameters presented here.
Isochrones from the models we considered would predict a
range of component ages from 2 to 7 Myr, but restricting atten-
tion to theMontalba´n&D’Antona (2006) andY2models, a more
plausible age estimate is 3  1 Myr, with both components ap-
pearing coeval to within present uncertainties. Such a system age
is broadly consistent with age estimates for the Taurus popula-
tion using a variety of evolutionary models (e.g., WG01; Palla &
Stahler 2002; Luhman 2004). More specifically, this age estimate
would put V773 Tau A in the putative intermediate-age popula-
tion for Taurus as defined by Palla & Stahler (2002).
4.2. Summary and Conclusions
We have presented new interferometric (Tables 1 and 2) and
RV data (Table 3) on the PMS binary subsystem V773 Tau A.
Modeling these data in conjunction with older VLBI astrometry
from P96 allows us to estimate the visual and physical orbits for
V773 Tau A, as well as physical parameters of the components,
and place significant constraints on PMS stellar evolution mod-
els. We characterize the V773 Tau A orbit model presented here
as preliminary; we plan additional RV, VLBA, and KI obser-
vations that will further refine the physical orbit model for the
A subsystem and constrain the component parameters. Further,
ongoing RVand astrometric observations will continue also in
order to probe the A-B orbit, and this in turn will refine the A
subsystem RVs and orbit. Details of A-B orbit modeling will
be documented in a future publication (G. Torres et al. 2007, in
preparation).
TABLE 6
V773 Tau A Photometry
Passband Magnitude References
Johnson U ............................................ 13.60  0.12 WG01
Johnson B............................................. 12.31  0.07 WG01
Johnson V............................................. 11.03  0.08 WG01
Cousins R ............................................. 10.13  0.08 WG01
Cousins I .............................................. 9.34  0.14 WG01
Johnson H ............................................ 7.43  0.1 D03
Johnson K ............................................ 7.10  0.1 D03
Johnson L ............................................. 6.85  0.1 D03
Note.—Visible photometry from WG01; near-IR photometry from D03.
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The V773 Tau physical parameters inferred from our orbit
model are in good agreement with previous results. The most
notable difference in our results with previous work is in the
system distance; our distance estimate is at modest variance
with the VLBA parallax from L99. However, the L99 data re-
duction did not account for the binarity of A, which is clearly
resolved in multiple epochs (P96; this work). With that caveat
we believe that the L99 distance and ours are in acceptable agree-
ment. Because our distance estimate depends only on the appar-
ent and physical orbits, we believe that it is likely accurate at
its stated uncertainty. We estimate our relative component mass
errors at 9.1% and 7.3% for Aa and Ab, respectively, making
them comparable with other PMS stellar dynamical mass deter-
minations (Hillenbrand & White 2004; Mathieu et al. 2007).
It is noteworthy that the P96 and present VLBI data agree well
with the A-orbit model presented here (including a model that
excludes the VLBI data themselves; see, e.g., Fig. 2). Narrowly
this would seem to support the P96 interpretation that both A
Fig. 5.—V773 Tau A components compared with PMS models. Here we show the V773 Tau A components in theoretical H-R diagrams ( luminosity/Teff ) and solar
composition PMS evolutionary tracks and isochrones by Siess et al. (2000) (top left), Y2 (Demarque et al. 2004) (top right), D’Antona &Mazzitelli (1997) (bottom left),
and Palla & Stahler (1999) (bottom right). All panels show available tracks in the 1.2Y1.8M range and isochrones at 1, 3, 5, 7, and 10 Myr. In the each panel we high-
light the available tracks that best correspond to our dynamical mass values; the Y2 models uniquely allow us to compute tracks at these values. There is excellent agree-
ment between our component parameter estimates and the predictions of the Y2 tracks; other models included here are less consistent with the inferred component
parameters.
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components are active radio emitters. More broadly, the ability
to compare the radio morphology with at-epoch estimates of
the component positions would seem to present an opportunity
to constrain the radio emission and magnetic field topology in
these stars. A more complete analysis of the VLBI data in this
context will be made in a forthcoming publication (Massi et al.
2007).
V773 Tau A radiometric estimates must necessarily account
for (and are complicated by) extinction. Our estimate of the ex-
tinction is in reasonable agreement with earlier work (e.g., W95;
Ghez et al. 1997; WG01) but prefers a slightly higher extinction
when constrained by the spectroscopic temperatures (which are
quasi-independent of the extinction). With this uncertainty in
mind, we have made relatively conservative estimates of the er-
rors in the radiometric properties.
Evenwith the relatively conservative error estimates, the com-
bination of our component dynamical mass and radiometric pa-
rameter estimates appears to differentiate between the range of
solar abundance PMS models considered here. In particular,
we find better agreement between the estimated component
parameters and predictions of solar abundance models from
Y2 and Montalba´n & D’Antona (2006) than other models con-
sidered here, and these two models agree on a V773 Tau age
estimate of approximately 3  1 Myr; this is in good agree-
ment with the multiple epochs of Taurus star formation (Palla
& Stahler 2002). This age would place V773 Tau in the second
of three age groups defined by Palla & Stahler (2002), i.e., stars
with age 2 Myr < t < 4 Myr. Such and younger stars are typ-
ically concentrated along the ‘‘central filaments’’ of the Taurus
molecular cloud systems. V773 Tau appears in fact located at
the periphery of a 0:7 ; 0:5 pcYsized ‘‘core’’ imaged in the
high column density tracing C18O molecule by Onishi et al.
(1996, 1998; their core 5). From the observed intensity of the
C18O J ¼ 1Y0 line one can derive an H2 column density that
translates into an AV > 5. Extinction maps from Digitized Sky
Survey source counts around V773 Tau’s position also indicate
an AV around 5 but have a ‘‘resolution’’ of several arcminutes
(Dobashi et al. 2005). These extinction values are several times
larger than our and other extinction determinations forV773TauA
(x 3.1) and seem to indicate that the system is located just at the
near border of a denser cloud core.
Relative to the component parameters estimated here, the Siess
et al. (2000) and Palla & Stahler (1999) models predict cooler
and less luminous components, while the D’Antona&Mazzitelli
(1997) models predict hotter and more luminous components.
However, these conclusions would change if the component
mass estimates were to systematically change (i.e., both com-
ponents either more or less massive than present estimates) by
only about 2 . Qualitatively this seems relatively unlikely, but
given the uncertainties in this study and the added complexity
of multiple orbits in the V773 Tau system, it would be prudent
to withhold final judgment until the modeling of the A-B orbit
improves with time and there is an expanded astrometric and
RV data set.
Finally, it is important to note that placing constraints on
stellar evolutionary models in general, and PMS evolutionary
models in particular, requires precise measurement of more than
just component dynamical mass, but also equally important pa-
rameters such as luminosity, TeA, and abundance. Even at the
present level of the work here (i.e., dynamical masses better than
10%, 1 ), uncertainties in L and TeA are significant factors in
limiting conclusions we can draw about model predictions. As
for abundance, we have restricted our comparisons of V773TauA
component properties with solar composition models. Funda-
mentally this is a practical consideration; some of the model sets
considered here only support solar abundances. Nominally abun-
dances in Taurus-Auriga (and by consequence V773 Tau) are
thought to be near solar values (see Padgett 1996). However, as
in other sectors of the H-R diagram, more secure abundance
determinations in star-forming regions, along with improved
measurements of luminosity and temperature, will be critical for
definitive tests of PMS models.
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Fig. 6.—V773 Tau A components comparedwith PMSmodels fromD’Antona
&Mazzitelli (1997) andMontalba´n &D’Antona (2006). The presentation is sim-
ilar to Fig. 5, but here we focus on tracks near theA-component dynamical masses
(1.3 and 1.5M). TheMontalba´n&D’Antona (2006; tracks in blue, isochrones in
thick dotted lines) models updated the older D’Antona&Mazzitelli (1997; tracks
in black, isochrones in thin dotted lines) models with a revised convection model,
bringing the updated models into excellent agreement with the mass and radio-
metric parameters estimated here.
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